What Old NYC Lumber Can Tell Us About Climate History

Columbia tree-ring scientists are discovering key clues in aging industrial wood.
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Dendrochronologists, or tree-ring scientists, spend a lot of their time hiking through forests, boring holes into trees, and removing long, cylindrical cores to reveal the specimen’s growth rings. Since trees grow vigorously in response to rainfall, the relative widths of their rings from one year to the next provide scientists...
a unique window into past rainfall levels and a region’s climate history.

But wood recovered from old buildings, boats, or bridges can also be valuable to dendrochronologists. As long as the wood can be dated by comparing its rings with those of younger trees in the scientists’ databases, it can provide even older climate data.

And where do you find lots of old wood? Try New York City, where many nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century warehouses, factories, and row houses contain massive wooden beams and joists.

“New York City is a huge repository of old timbers, probably the biggest in the country,” says Mukund Palat Rao ’20GSAS, a postdoctoral researcher at Columbia’s Tree-Ring Lab, which is part of the Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory. Yet because historic preservation has never been one of New York City’s strengths, about one thousand wood-frame buildings are demolished or gut-renovated every year, the materials mostly going to landfills.

A team of Columbia tree-ring scientists is now harnessing this destruction and mining those torn-out timbers for information. “It’s an amazing resource for
“There is a lot of history locked up in those timbers,” says Caroline Leland ’19GSAS, also a postdoctoral researcher at the Tree-Ring Lab. “It’s really difficult to find living old-growth trees in the eastern United States now. If we can get enough samples, it may allow us to develop a better understanding of the long-term climate in the regions these trees come from.”

Says Rao: “These forests don’t exist anymore — they’re inside the buildings.”
Rao, Leland, and several other Columbia dendrochronologists, including Tree-Ring Lab director Edward Cook and Milagros Rodriguez-Caton, have now joined with Sawkill Lumber co-owner Alan Solomon to launch a nonprofit aimed at promoting the preservation of old lumber in New York. They are also talking with a small group of local engineers and architects who want to lobby the city for an ordinance that would identify historic timbers uncovered in demolitions and require companies to contact salvagers.

“I’d like to see information from a big network of buildings,” says Leland. “We could develop a sort of history of the urban forest.”

This article appears in the Winter 2021-22 print edition of Columbia Magazine with the title "In old NYC lumber, researchers find clues to region’s climate history."
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